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INITIATION AND DETONATION OF HETEROGENEOUS
HIGH EXPLOSIVES: A UNIFIED MODEL

by
Pier K. Tang

ABSTRACT
Reaction processes in initiation and detonation of heterogeneous high explosivescan be characterizedby three dominant rates that representthe special chemical and physical
features found in various stages of the reaction: hot spot,
propagation, and slow process. The first two stages control mainly the initiation; the last manifests itself in what
is known as the nonsteady detonation. Three principal rate
equations are thus constructed using the process time concept. Examples with triaminotrinitrobenzene-basedexplosives are presented to illustrate the model capability in the
simulationsof initiation and detonation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrodynamiccalculationsare routine in guiding designsof high-explosivessystems. We are concernedwith detonation and, most recently,initiation. A unified
model that can handleboth phaseswithoutuserinterventionis not only of academic
interestbut also of practical importance. An attempt had been made previously
to improve the detonation prediction by adding a slow-reaction component to a
model developed essentiallyfor initiation.1Two-stage remtion was also included in
a differentinvestigation,but no detail was given.2The approach presentedin Ref.
1 lacks formalism;however,the necessaryfurther refinementis the subject of this
investigation.
Initiation and detonation of high explosives (HE) involve many very complex
mechanical,thermal, and chemicalprocesses,some of which defy description now.
However,characteristictimea can be used to estimate the significanceof the process,regardlessof the origin. In the simplesttheoreticaltreatment,those times are
consideredextremelyshort in comparisonwith the wave transit time and therefore

are ignored completely in hydrodynamic calculation. The consequenceis a reac,edburn (Chapman-Jouguetburn), in which a constant
tion model called prograrnm
detonation velocity is prescribed.
Initiation of HE, a nonsteady process, requiresti e and traveling distance for
evelop
an initially weak shock, usuallybelow Chapman-Jo#et (CJ)prexxmre,tod
into a detonation. Obviously, the time required for such a transition is due to
some finite characteristictimes in the initiation process. The need for a modeling
approach without following strict first principles has been addressed elsewhere3$4
and is not repeated here. Some areas of great interest in initiation applications
have also been reported.5$17
In many HE systems,initiationinvolvesonly a smallportion of the total system;
the major part reachesthe detonationstate ahnostinstantaneously.Unfortunately,
we do not know a ption which part should be handled specially aa initiation and
which can be considered detonation only. The question remains of what to do
with the high explosive after it is initiated and what should be used to describe
the detonation behavior, generallybelieved to be a very fast process. Two recent
studies indicate the need to consider a slow process near the end of reaction,l’2
a process probably caused by slow and exotherrniccarbon clusterings Because of
that process, even the detonation cannot be regarded m very fast. The treatment
of the slow process in Ref. 1 was handled adIIOC
by switching the process time
parameterfrom a high value to a lower one after the reaction reached a certain
degree. The current paper improveson that procedure and places it on a better
physical and mathematicalfoundation. A model containing both initiation and
detonation features does not overlook the speci~ characteristicsof physics and
chemistryin determiningreaction rates for initiation as well as detonation and is
definitely quite suitably applied because of the smooth transitionfrom one phase
to another.
II. THE MODEL
The heterogeneousnature of high explosivesis well accepted, especially the concept of “hot spots,” where a locally hot condition initiates decomposition much
sooner. The mechanismsleading to local reaction include adiabatic compression,
rapid shear,void collapse,friction, visco-plasticflow, and perhapsothers. Although
adiabatic compressioncan increasethe internalenergyand thereforeraisethe temperature in general, dissipation associated with the irreversibleprocesses is even
more effectivein some highly local regionswithin the heterogeneousmedium. The
internalenergy and subsequentlythe temperaturein the hot spots become higher
than that of the surroundings.Most heterogeneoushigh explosivesconsistof a main
constituent, usually granular,and perhaps secondaryexplosive plus some binding
materials. Figure 1 depicts such a configuration,with the principal high-explosive
grains shown explicitly; the space betweengrains contains the rest and void. The
hot spot, expected to occur near the surfaceof the grains,is where the dissipative
process is most significant.The individualhot-spot volume is defined as the product of the hot-spot surfacearea, Ai, and the shock-inducedreactionzone thickness,
6i, the size of which is exaggeratedin the illustration. Although the void concept
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Fig. 1. Hot-spot region.

of hot spots is illustratedin the figure so that bi is cofied within the grain, for
other mechanisms6i can contain materialsother than the principal explosive. The
sum of all the hot-spot volumesper unit spatial volume, multipliedby the density
ratio of the hot-spot zone ~~to the nominal one, ~, resultsin
(1)

The hot-spot mass fraction, ~, representsthe fraction of the high explosive that
is susceptible to the shock action. Clearly the total hot-spot surface area, ZAi
per unit volume, must be related to a mea&rable quantity,‘known as the specific
grain surface area, and is usually a small fraction of that quantity, depending on
the degree of compaction and therefore density. The reaction zone thickness6{ is
related to the shock process, ignition threshold,and initial temperature. For now,
q is treated as an empiricalconstantparameterand is typically a small number.
The third parameterin Fig. 1 is the characteristiclength of the hot-spot region,
Dit which is associatedwith the void size. Di must be related geometricallyto the
grain size and to loading conditions; it influencesthe dissipativemechanismsand
thereforethe hot-spot temperature.9 The region exclusiveof the hot spots is called
the balanceof explosive;its massfraction is (l–v). After the reactionin the hot-spot
region has reacheda certain intensity,the reaction will propagate into the balance
of explosive.
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The new treatment requiressome repetition of earlier work.1’4Without undue
explanation,the following major steps are suggestedin the shock-inducedreaction
of heterogeneoushigh explosive.
1. Hot-spot shock processleadingto formationof intermediatestate, a state of high
temperature,
Rh 4 Ih.

2. Hot-spot decomposition, consumptionof intermediatestate,
Ih+ ph.
3. Heatingof the balance of explosive by the hot-spot burned product, creation of
the int&mediate state for that region;
Rb+ ph ~ ~ + P;.
4. Decomposition of the intermediatein the balance of explosive, generation of
transitionproducts

b + Tb.

The symbols R,I, T, and P representreactants,intermediates,transitionproducts
and final products; subscripts~ and b are for hot spots and balance of explosives.
P; representscooler ph after energy transferfrom the hot spots to the balance of
explosive. The first two steps involve the hot spots only, but the last two control
the burn in the bahmceof the explosiveas a resultof the hot-spot burn. This phase
is called burn propagation. We say more about the transitionproducts later.
Let us define Rh,Ih,Th, and Ahto be the component fractions of reactant, intermediate, transition product, and final product in the hot spots as the actual
mass fractions divided by the hot-spot msss fraction q. A similar definitionholds
for &,I~,T~,and ~i in the balance of explosive, and the respectivemass fraction is
(1 - q).

With formulationsimilarto chemicalkinetics,the time rates of change of those
fractions of the hot spots for the processesgiven in steps 1 and 2 are
d% T

%
T,h‘

dIh &
Ih
—=———
T,h ~ 9
dt

and
4

(2)

(3)

d~h ~.
T = n’

(4)

aad of the balance of explosive in steps 3 and 4,
(5)

and
(6)

In the above rate equations,t is time; Tth,7%j Tej and n are the process times representingthe shock process, hot-spot decomposition,energy transfer,and balance of
explosive decompositionrespectively;f. is thresholdof hot-spot burn.
Up to this point, the reaction steps and rate equations are almost identical to
what were presentedearlierexcept for introductionof a new component, the transition product, in the balance of explosive region. We recognize that although the
chemicalprocessin the balanceof explosiveis mainly decompositional,some recombination would occur, particularlynearthe end of the reaction. A most prominent
one is solid carbon coa@ation (or condensation); the process is exothermic and
S10W.8
The exothermic aspect allows us to include its contribution to the total reaction, but the process time can be quite long and cannot be ignored. Rather
than accepting the decompositionproducts as final, we assumethem to be transitional (or partiallyreacted), with two differentkinds: one goes to the iinal product
form rather quickly,but another takesconsiderablylonger to reach the final state.
The latter product includes,but is not necessarilylimited to, the carbon products.
Accordingly, we add two more steps:
5. Transitionproduct becomes final product throughfsst reaction,
Tb -+ Pj.

6. Tknsition product transformsinto final product through slow reaction,
Tb + P,.

Subscripts f and s denote the fast and slow processes. We ignore the presence
of the transitionproduct and also the slow process in the hot spots caused by the
small size and ne-gligibleamount of carbon ‘products produced.- Following steps 4
and 5, the rate equationsare:
(7)

and
(8)
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and according to steps 4 and 6:
(9)

I

and
d~b, T’,
dt = ;’

(lo)

wherer? and r. are the characteristictimesrepresentingthe fast and slow processes.
T}, ~d ~, are the actualmassfractionsof the transiti& product and finalproduct
going througha slowprocessdividedby a factor c and by l–q. Tbfand Atare defied
in the same marmerfor the fast process, except the factor is (1 - c). The factor <
representsthe fraction in the balance of explosive that would end up as carbon
products or other products of slow reaction; it plays a similarrole as the hot-spot
mass fraction q in partitioning the energy as well M mass through two difFerent
branchesof reactions. As we should expect, ( is a small number.
Those fractions given in Eqs. (2) through (10) range in value from Oto 1. They
also obey the following relationsthrough the definitionof q:
R = q Rh+(1–

q)Rb,

(11)

(13)

T = (1 -q) Tb,

and

and through C,
T’= ( T’, +

(1- ()

%)

(15)

and
(16)

In addition, we have
(17)

(18)

and
(19)
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If those process times plus ?,c, and f. are known, the set of rate equations can
be solved. Unfortunately,the systemis quite complicatedand the time parameters
are yet undetermined. Extensivesimplificationsare necessary.
With some physical argument,first in the hot-spot region, the shock process is
assumedto be much faster than the decomposition,so

v

P

Q~

(20)

rah < ~.

The lifetime of~ is very short; thenP can be put to o and the rate process in that
region can be reduced to a singleequation:
d~h
— = +(1 - A,).
dt

(21)

In the balance of explosive, the efFectiveenergy transferprocess is typically much
slowerthan the decomposition, and that leads to

Furthermore,we assumethe fast processtime rf be at most the same order as n or
even smaller;therefore,the lifetimesof both Ib and Tbr must be quite short. Again
Ib and Tbj can be set to O; then from Eqs. (18) and (19) we have

T’. = ~bf - ~b..

(24)

Through Eqs. (5) and (10), the following equationsare obtained:
(25)

and
(26)

Equation (25) is similar to Eq. (15) in Ref. 1 except that only the rate of final
product from fast reaction is expressedhere. It is important to notice that Eqs.
(21) and (25) are the results of hot-spot and reaction propagation, whereas Eq.
(26) is the consequenceof slow reaction. Introducing the global mass fraction of
slow process product, ~, which is defined
# =(1–

?J(,

we then have the total reaction fraction:

wherethe three components~h,~b~,and ~b,are controlledby the rates of Eqs. (21),
(25), and (26). #is a small constant parameter.

7

We discuss various process times next. The hot-spot decomposition time r~ is
related to the shock state in that region. The psssage of an initial shock wave of
amplitudep. produces an averagehot-spot temperature6, given by

‘$=e+-mw:)l-’

(28)

where m, 00, and POare constant and CYis the Arrheniusactivation temperature.
After the shock process, any furtherchangeof 8. will be causedby the compression
process:
(29)

with r being the Griineisencoefficientand Kthe isentropic compressibility. Both
are assumedconstant. Here $ is the time rate of pressurechange.
For a given hot-spot temperature8,, there is an induction time of thermalexplosion that we choose for the characteristictime ~:
0:
(Y
(30)
%=—a/3Zezp K “
()
In Eq. 30, P is the temperaturecoefficientresultingfrom chemicalreaction and z
is the frequencyfactor for Arrheniusreaction. Ihom now on we cdl ~ the hot-spot
process time since it containsthe effects of shock and decomposition.
We now present the correlation of r. with the thermodynamic state. Since detailed knowledgeis not available,we propose the following reasonablecorrelation:
T.=

[G.

p+

G(P)]-’.

(31)

The linear term in p representsthe weakerenergy transferphase with constant
Go, but at higher pressurerange, G k the dominant one. Jn fact, we have chosen
that term with the pressuredependenceto be that of ForestFire rate,4
G(p)

= ()
ezp

~aipi

,

(32)

i=o

where af ‘s are constant.
Followingthe previouswork,l the slow processis assumedindependentof the hydrodynamic condition and, therefore,the slow process time r, is assumedconstant.
IV. INITIATION
For a shock with intensityweakerthan the CJ pressure,time and travelingdistance are needed for that shock to evolve into a detonation wave as it propagates
into the HE. The unique relation between the running distance and the imposing
shock is known as a Pop plot, which forms the basis for constructionof the Forest
Fire rate. Conversely,a reaction model should be able to reproduce this result as
part of the requirementin the simulationof initiation behavior.
Let us discussthe significanceof those three principalrates. For convenience,we
repeat those equationshere.
8

(33)

(34)

and
d~b,
— = $(&# - ~b,).
dt

(35)

They representthe three phasesofreaction: hot spot, propagation, and slow process, respectively.In the initiation phase, both the shock pressureand the current
pressureare usuallylow, so both the hot-spot processtime m and the energytransfer time r. x determinedby Eqs. (28) to (32) are long in comparison with the
wave transit time. The effective energy transfertime r~/q is even longer because
of the small value of ~. Depending on the initial shock strength, their values can
be in the order of microseconds. The slow process time, r,, on the other hand, is
about 100 ns and is thereforetypically shorterthan both m and r.. We might even
ignore the slow process stage by setting # to o without seeingsignificantreduction
in run distance. Unless the initial shock is close to CJ value, much of Pop plot
is not afected by the slow process. That is why we can simulate the initiation
behavior quite well with considerationof the hot-spot and propagation processes
o~y,9,4
or
we
cm
conclude
that
a slow process involving a smw mount of fi~
products would not increasethe run distance significantly. But from now on, we
shall consider all three equationsin our initiation calculation.
Initiation of high explosives is typically achieved by using a small detonator
that usually sends out a shock wave of small area with short duration. With
standard-sizedetonators, detonation can be obtained in the charge if the HE is
sensitiveenough,even in divergingconfiguration.Most Octogen (HMX)- and Hexogen (RDX)-based explosives can be initiated that way. However, initiation of
insensitivehigh explosives (IHE) such as triaminotrinitrobenzene(TATB)-based
materialsrequiresa stronger push. A smaller detonator cannot meet this condition, so a booster is needed. The IHE can be made more sensitiveby loweringthe
densityand reducingthe grain sizeSIG
or by adding a more sensitivecomponentsuch
as pentaerthritoltetranitrate(PETN).7
Pop plot has been acceptedto exempli&the initiationbehaviorof HE, so we show
calculationsof two TATB-based plastic-bonded explosives (PBX): PBX-9502 and
X-0407, along with theexperimentaldata. Thewidely investigatedIHE, PBX-9502,
contains 9570TATB and 570 chlorotrifluoroethylene/vinylidinefluoride copolymer
(Kel-F 800). X-0407, by comparison,is more sensitivebecause its composition consists of 25Y0PETN, 70?10TATB, and 5?10 Kel-F 800. Figure 2 shows the running
distancesversusthe initial shock pressuresfor PBX-9502 and X-0407. Open markers are experimentaldata, curves are fittings of experiments, and filled markers
are horn calculations. X-0407 is much more sensitivethan PBX-9502, particularly
in the low-pressureregion. The increased sensitivity of X-0407 is caused by the
presence of PETN, and its chemical properties are used in the hot-spot process
time calculation. The model capability of simulatingthe initiation behavior is thus
proven.
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Fig. 2. Pop plots for PBX-9502 and X-0407: boxes for

PBX-9502; circlesfor X-0407; open markersfrom experiments; curves for experimental&Jings; filled markers
from calculations.

V. DETONATION
We examine those reaction processesin detonation as given in Eqs. (33), (34),
and (35). Since detonation takes place at high shock pressurelevel, the hot-spot
process time m must be quite short; the hot spots are consumed quickly,so ~~= 1
quickly and Eq. (34) is greatly simplified.
(36)

Equation (36) becomesfirst-order,with the effectiveenergytransfertime rc/Vbeing
quite smallfor high currentpressurelevel; its valueis about a few nanosecondsfor
a few explosivesinvestigatedso far. Since r, is typically around 100 m, we have
Te/qa T,,

(37)

so JJt N I; Eq. (35) effectivelybecomes
d~b,
— = :(1 - ~b,).
dt
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(38)

Equations (36) and (38) representthe asymptotic behavior of the original rate
equations at detonation; they are equivalentto Eq. (18) with the rate switching
conditions of Eqs. (20) and (21) in Ref. 1. In this formal treatment,we use three
rates, Eqs. (33) through (35); all process times are accounted for, but Eq. (36)
characterizesthe fast reaction process whereasEq. (38) controls the slow reaction
process. We mustrecognizethat the characteristictime in the fast reactionregionis
based on the ForestFire rate; its accuracyis certainlyquestionableat high pressure
becauseof very short run distancesinvolvedin wedge tests and the extrapolation of
Pop plot data. The representationof the processby the energytransfermechanism
shouldalso be modifiedbecausethe chemicaldecompositiontime ~ might no longer
bemuch shorterthantheeffective energytfansfertimer./v, ssimposedby Eq. (22).
However,the accuracy of rc/n will not affect the general outcome as long as Eq.
(37) holds. Finally, the fraction of final products going through the slow process
has been imposed through ~.
Direct experimentaltechniquewith high precisionhas not been developed to investigate the detonation behavior interior of the HE charge. We use alternatives
such as interface velocity record to infer the reaction process. Experimentswere
performedusing a Fabry-Perotvelocity interferometerto measureinterfacevelocity
between explosive and the polymethylmethacrylate(PMMA) window.lo The systems were driven with a plane-wavelens, 25 mm of Composition B, and a layer of
10-mm aluminum. A thin aluminumfoil (0.013 mm) was used to reflect the laser
beam (Fig. 3). Increasinginterfacevelocity histories with increasingexplosive

CompositionB,

,.
;
1

Sample HE
\ PMMA Window
.

Planewave Lens

Aluminum+

-J

s!, - ---- Interface
::?
Velocity Measurement
(Fabry-Perot
Interferometer)

I

ThinAl Foil

Fig. 3. Experimentalsetup for interfacevelocity betweenexplosive and window.
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chargelengthswere observedfor a CISSS
of TATB-bssed explosives,indicating nonsteady detonation. The result of such experimentsforms the basis of the earlier work, suggestingthe efistance of a slow process near the end of reaction in
detonation.1The rate-switchingtechniqueis inadequate;the main goal of this new
work is to overcome the deficiency.
The experimentalresultsand calculationsare presentedin Figs. 4, 5, and 6 for
PBX-9502 and Figs. 7, 8, and 9 for X-0407 with charge lengths of 13 mm, 25
mm, and 50 mm, respectively. The markersare horn experimentsand the curves
are from calculations. # = 0.2 and r, = I%ns are used. The simulationsmatch
the experiments quite well in general except that the calculations show sharper
peak at the detonationfront. The peaks actually correspondto the von Neumann
spikesthat havebeen detectedin separateexperimentsllfor HMX-bssed explosives
and in more recent work on both HMX- and TATB-based explosives.2. The von
Neumannspikesare difficultto calculate accuratelywith a finite differencescheme
and artificialviscosity in definingthe shock region. Nevertheless,their existanceis
proven; the lack of such evidencein the experimentsgiven in Ref. 10 is due mainly
to the insufficientresolution.
We recall that the von Neumannspike correspondsto a purely unreacted state
(J = o). As the reaction progresses,the fast reaction portion as determined by
Eq. (36) is completed rather quickly, and the majority of the finsl products have
reached their final state. The lifetime of the fast reaction is short but still finite
and detectable. That is why in both calculation and experiments,2’11
we observe
this fast reaction zone and shouldnot be surprised.Note that the lack of resolution
in experimentsdoes allow us to see the “effective” initial velocity increaseswith increasingHE chargelength, a reflectionof the effectiveC-J pressure.In calculation,
the point correspondingto the end of the fast reaction representsthe effective CJ
condition. The ability of the model in the simulationof nonsteady detonation is
thereforedemonstrated.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A model has been developedfor the simulationof both initiation and detonation
of heterogeneoushigh explosives. Usinga building-blockapproach,we characterize
each major stage with a process time of different physical and chemical origin.
Those process times do not interactwith each other significantlyand thereforecan
be modeled separately.The advantagesof this method are that explosivesbehavior
can be realisticallysimulatedwithin a single model and that a refinementin any
particular area does not require substantialmodification in others. For example,
we can improve the hot-spot reaction to determinethe temperatureusing a formal
treatment such as given in Ref. 9 and, meantime,keep the propagation and the
slow reactionparts as they are. Better definitionof the fast reactionregion can also
be made by including the contribution from the decomposition without afFecting
the rest. New featurescan certainlybe added usingthe processtime concept within
the existing frameworkof modeling.
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